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Abstract

The simulation of the behaviour of two proteins (cytochromc and�-chymotrypsinogen) on two types of stationary phases (monolithic
and porous particle-based) was attempted for non-linear (simulation of breakthrough curves) and linear (simulation of elution peaks) cation
exchange chromatography. It was found that the combination of a stoichiometric model (steric mass action, SMA) with the lumped pore
diffusion (POR) model allows a simulation of high predictive value. Using one set of SMA and transport parameters for a given column
m dependency
o haracteristic
c the fit.
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orphology and/or protein, breakthrough curves and peaks could be simulated that agreed well with the experimental data while no
n either the protein load or the mobile phase composition (salt content) was observed. One of the SMA parameters, namely the c
harge needed some slight adjustment (within the error of the experimental determination of this parameter) in order to optimise
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Model-based approaches increasingly contribute to effi-
ient bioprocess development and performance. One area that
s known to create a major part of the costs in the production
f high value bioproducts such as proteins and which could

herefore profit significantly from predictive modelling, is the
ownstream process and here especially preparative chro-
atography. Numerous kinetic models are available to ac-

ount for the band profile development in chromatography
1–6]. Combined with isotherm data these should in prin-
iple allow the simulation and concomitantly the in silico
evelopment and optimisation of the separation.

In non-linear chromatography peak shape and spreading
re complex functions of the equilibrium isotherms, the mass

ransfer parameters (film mass transfer coefficients and intra-
article diffusivity), as well as certain design (particle size
nd column length) and operating parameters (pulse size,

eed concentration and flow rate)[7–12]. For the purpose of

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 921 55 7371; fax: +49 921 55 7375.

modelling, the process is usually divided into three disc
steps, namely mass transfer from bulk liquid to the o
surface of the stationary phase particles (film-diffusion re
tance/external mass transfer resistance), movement by
sion into the pores of the adsorbent (pore diffusion, inte
mass transfer resistance), and binding to the adsorptiv
face (surface-reaction resistance).

The kinetic models differ in their degree of flexibility
taking these effects into account. The general rate mod
by far the most comprehensive one[3,4,13]. In this model
axial dispersion and the mass transfer resistances are
lated individually. In many ways it is a very attractive mod
as it allows the development of equations based on ass
tions concerning the actual physical behaviour of the pro
under chromatographic conditions. The GR model does
ever, require knowledge of a large number of experime
values that are difficult to determine and hence the mod
awkward to use.

When the mass transfer resistances are small and h
minor influence on the profiles, models like the equilibriu
dispersive (ED) or the transport-dispersive (TD) model
E-mail address:ruth.freitag@uni-bayreuth.de (R. Freitag). be used[4,14–16]. Such models lump several effects together.

021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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They are easy to apply, require only a few simply determined
experimental parameters and as a consequence enjoy much
popularity. However, the predictive value of such models is
limited, since the involved lumped mass transfer and disper-
sion parameters are physically meaningless. In some cases
these parameters have, e.g., shown an inexplicable depen-
dency on the sample concentration[17].

The lumped pore diffusion (POR) model used in this paper
lays in complexity between the GR and the ED/TD models
and is in fact a simplification of the GR model[14,17–19].
The POR model needs the same set of parameters as the GR
model, but can be solved much faster. As Kaczmarski and co-
workers[17,20]were recently able to demonstrate, the POR
model can replace the GR model without loss in predictive
power, in particular when

Pe > 100 and
St

Bi
> 5,

wherePe is the Peclet number (uL/(DLεe), St the Stanton
number (St=kextapLεe/u), Bi the Biot number (Bi=kextdp/
2Deff), u the mobile phase velocity,dp the average particle
diameter,L the column length,ap the external surface area
of the adsorbent particles,εe the external porosity,kext the
external mass transfer coefficient, andDeff is the effective
diffusion coefficient.
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single component isotherms in the presence of competing
solutes are well described by this approach.

The major fallacy of the stoichiometric adsorption models,
is that in these models the binding of a solute to the station-
ary phase is assumed to affect only a number of ion exchange
groups on the stationary phase surface equal to the character-
istic charge of the adsorbed molecule. However, as suggested
by Velayudhan and Horvath[27], bound macromolecules, by
virtue of their size, cover significantly more sites (and bound
counter ions) than that. In fact, this steric shielding of ion
exchange groups/counter ions plays a major role in the be-
haviour of protein in ion exchange chromatography. Cramer
and co-workers[28,29]have developed a stoichiometric ap-
proach in the form of the steric mass action (SMA) model, in
which the possible effect of sterically hindered exchange sites
is included. The SMA formalism is specifically designed for
representing multicomponent protein–salt equilibria in ion
exchange chromatography based on the following assump-
tions:

• The solution and adsorbed phases are thermodynamically
ideal allowing the use of concentrations instead of activi-
ties.

• The multipoint nature of protein binding can be represent
by an experimentally determined characteristic charge.
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In order to model experimental band profiles the kin
odels need to be linked with an adsorption isotherm
alism. Since experimental protein isotherms on various

ionary phase materials can usually be fitted well to the L
uir equation or one of its various modified forms[21–23],

hese Langmuir algorithms are generally used to mode
reakthrough curves in protein chromatography. Howe

he use of the Langmuir formalism has some drawba
nless the saturation capacities of all involved proteins

dentical, the approach is thermodynamically inconsis
oreover, the steric hindrance effects exerted by the ads
rotein molecules or surface interactions between them
ot be taken properly into account. Several more sui
pproaches to protein isotherm formulation can be fo

n the literature, see below. However, the majority of th
sotherms have to date only been used in combination
he more simple ED/TD kinetic models.

The ion-exchange process is largely governed by ele
tatic interactions. However, the exact mechanism by w
dsorption occurs is still unknown. Boardman and Partr

24] have given a theoretical treatment for ion exchang
olyelectrolytes on weak cation exchangers. This appr
as based on a stoichiometric exchange between the p
nd the counter ions to the fixed charges on the statio
hase surface. Synergistic effects were not taken into
ideration. This theory has since then been used in se
lternative formulations such as the multivalent ion exch

ormalism or the stoichiometric displacement model[25,26].
xperimentally observed characteristics of proteins ad

ion such as irreversible binding, sensitive dependence o
ein retention on the salt concentration, and the depress
Competitive binding can be represented by the law of m
action where the electroneutrality on the stationary p
is maintained.
The binding of large molecules causes a steric hindr
of salt counter ions bound to the adsorptive phase, w
become unavailable for exchange with other solutes.
The effect of the co-ion can be neglected in the
exchange process.

Assuming that electrostatic interaction is the only me
ism involved during adsorption, the stoichiometric excha
f a polyelectrolyte (protein) and the small counter ions
e represent by Eq.(1).

P + νPQ̄S ⇔ QP + νPCS (1)

hereC andQ are the mobile and stationary phase con
rations,ν the characteristic charge and subscriptsP andS
efer to the protein and salt respectively. The overbar de
alt ions available for free exchange with other solutes.

The equilibrium constant is defined as

P =
(
QP

CP

)
×
(
CS

Q̄S

)νD

(2)

lectroneutrality on the stationary phase requires that

≡ Q̄S + (νP + σP) × QP (3)

hereΛ [mM] is the ion capacity of the column andσ is the
teric factor of the protein.
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The following implicit isotherm can then be written for
the protein by combining Eqs.(2) and (3).

CP =
(
QP

KP

)(
CS

Λ − (νP − σP)QP

)νP

(4)

OnceQP is knownQ̄S may be calculated from Eq.(3), while
the total concentration of salt counter ionsQS is given by
QS = Q̄S + (σPQP).

Physically, the characteristic charge represents the num-
ber of ion exchange groups on the stationary phase surface
involved in the ion exchange reaction with the protein, the
steric factor represents the number of counter-ions on the
adsorbent surface, which are unavailable for exchange with
other molecules in solution due to the shielding by the ad-
sorbed protein, while the equilibrium constant is a measure
of the affinity of the macromolecule to the stationary phase
[30].

While the SMA model takes shielding and steric hindrance
effects well into account, equilibrium parameters in the SMA
formalism are taken as constant and independent of the so-
lute and counter ion concentration. Non-ideal effects such as
aggregation or changes in the tertiary structure of the protein,
but also other potential deviation from the ideal stoichiomet-
ric case such as van der Waals and electrostatic interactions
b ndary
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an Elix-3 system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). Columns
and stationary phases were from Bio-Rad (Herkules, CA,
USA). The porous particle-based column was a BioScale
S2 filled with 10�m Macro-Prep S particles (nominal av-
erage pore size 1000̊A). The beads consist of a highly hy-
drophilic methacrylate-based support, to which strong cation
exchanger groups (SO3

−) are linked. The monolithic col-
umn was a UNO S1. The exact composition of the UNO col-
umn is proprietary, but the material is also highly hydrophilic
and SO3

− groups provide again the cation exchange capa-
bility.

2.2. Instrumentation

The experiments were carried out using a system assem-
bled from a model 422 HPLC pump (Bio-Tek Kontron In-
struments, Basel, Switzerland), a Valco 10-port valve (Valco,
Houston, TX, USA), and a HPLC UV detector (Bio-Tek Kon-
tron Instruments, Basel, Switzerland). Data collection and
processing was by PC.

2.3. Chromatography

All isotherm measurements by frontal chromatography
[37,38] were carried out at ambient temperature in the
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etween adsorbed proteins and the salt ions, or seco
e.g. hydrophobic) interactions between the proteins an
dsorbate escape consideration. In most cases these

gnored. If not, the combination of the SMA approach w
he non-ideal surface solution model (NISS) proposed b
nd Pinto[31] may be used.

The results reported in this paper are part of a gener
ort towards modelling highly non-linear chromatograp
eparations such as protein displacement chromatog
32–35]. We have recently shown that the Langmuir form
sm is not suited for this purpose in our case[36]. In this pape
e intend to show that a stoichiometric adsorption equ

ium model, namely the SMA algorithm, may be more use
on exchange chromatography was chosen as example
t is a popular method in preparative protein chromato
hy allowing efficient protein separation while maintain

he native structure and hence the biological activity of
roduct to the highest degree.

. Materials and methods

.1. Materials

�-Chymotrypsinogen A from bovine pancreas and
ochromc from bovine heart as well as sodium phosph
nd sodium chloride for buffer and eluent preparation w

rom Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA). The purity of the prote
as determined by matrix assisted laser-induced desor

onisation time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TO
S, Atheris, Geneva, Switzerland). Water was purified u
e
ndicated mobile phase. The solvents used to prepar

obile phase were filtered before use on SFCA fi
embrane 0.2 (m pore size (Suwannee, GA, USA). Fo

sotherm measurement the column was equilibrated
he mobile phase. Then the flow was switched to a solu
ontaining the protein of interest at a given concentratio
he mobile phase and the breakthrough curve was reco
ass conservation of the solute between the time whe
ew solution enters the column and a final time for which
lateau concentration is reached, allows the calculatio

he adsorbed amount of the solute in the stationary pha
quilibrium with a given concentration in the mobile pha
he adsorbed amountQ∗

P is given by:

∗
P = CP(Veq − V0)

Va
(5)

hereVeq andV0 are the elution volume of the equivale
rea and the hold-up volume, andVa is the volume of th
tationary phase.

For column regeneration between each frontal ana
easurement the column was flushed with 2 M NaCl. B

hrough curves and elution peaks were recorded at a flow
f 0.5 mL/min.

.4. Computational methods

The programs used to perform the numerical calcula
iscussed in this work were written using the method o

hogonal collocation on finite elements[4,15,39,40].
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2.5. Kinetic models

In the POR model the mass balances of theith component
in the mobile and solid phase are the following:

εe
∂CP,i

∂t
+ u

∂CP,i

∂z

= εeDL
∂2CP,i

∂z2
− (1 − εe)kiap(CP,i − C̄P,i) (6a)

εp
∂C̄P,i

∂t
+ (1 − εp)

∂Q̄P,i

∂t
= kiap(CP,i − C̄P,i) (6b)

whereC̄P andQ̄i denote average concentrations in the stag-
nant fluid phase contained in the pore of the stationary phase
and ki is the overall mass transfer coefficient of componenti.

In solving these partial differential equations, the follow-
ing initial conditions were used:

CP,i(0, z) = C0
i , C̄P,i(0, z) = 0, and

Q̄P,i(0, z) = 0 for 0< z < L. (7)

In addition, two sets of boundary conditions apply, one at the
column inlet, the other at the column outlet. Fort> 0 andz= 0
(inlet) the condition is:

T

T e
G

ε

w
t with
S

g

k

w ass
t nsfer
c

k

where the correlation proposed by Young and Carroad[42]
was used for estimating the value of the molecular diffusion
coefficient,Dm,i .

Dm,i = 8.34× 10−8 × T

η × M0.3
(13)

T is the temperature,η the viscosity of the solvent, andM the
molecular weight of the compound in question.

The tortuosity factorγ was calculated according to
γ = (2− εp)2/εp, whereεp is the particle porosity, which was
calculated according to Eq.(14),

εt = εe + (1 − εe)εp (14)

whereεt is the total column porosity measured using acetone
as inert tracer andεe is the external column porosity obtained
from the sodium nitrate elution peak.

The value of the external mass transfer coefficient was
calculated from the Sherwood number,Sh, according to the
Wilson–Greankoplis correlation[43]

Sh = kext,idp

Dm
= 1.09

εe
Sc1/3Re1/3 (15)

In case of the monolithic column an apparent average particle
diameter was estimated by measuring the pressure drop over
the column as a function of the flow rate and applying the
C
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′
P,f,i − u(0)C(0) = −εeDL

∂CP,i

∂z
C′

P,f,i = C0
P,f,i; for

0 < t < tP C′
P,f,i = 0 for t = tP (8)

he condition fort> 0 and z =L (outlet) is:

∂CP,i

∂z
= 0 (9)

he axial dispersion coefficient,DL, was calculated from th
unn equation[41]:

e
DL

dpu
= ReSc

4α2
1(1 − ε)

(1 − p)2 +
(

ReSc

4α2
1(1 − εe)

)2

p(1 − p)3

×
(

−4α2
111(1− εe)

p(1 − p)ReSc

)
εe

γReSc
(10)

herep is equal to 0.17 + 0.33 10−24/Re andScandReare
he Schmidt and the Reynolds numbers, respectively,
c=η/(ρDm), andRe= (ρudp)/η.
The overall mass transfer coefficientki of componenti is

iven by the following relationship:

i =
[

1

kext,i
+ 1

kint,i

]−1

(11)

herekext,i andkint,i are the external and the internal m
ransfer coefficients, respectively. The internal mass tra
oefficient can be calculated as follows:

int,i = 10Deff,i

dp
, with Deff,i = εpDm,i

γ
(12)
arman–Kozeny equation[44].

.6. SMA model parameters

The ion capacity of the stationary phase,Λ, was deter
ined as follows; the column was first equilibrated wit
20 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.2 for approxima
0 column volumes followed by a front of a solution c

aining 1 M ammonium sulphate in water. The bed capa
as then determined by measuring the amount of so

ons displaced by the ammonium ions using atomic abs
ion spectrometry. Fractions were diluted 100 times in U
ater prior to measurements. Na+ ion standards in the ran
f 10–200 mg/L were used for the calibration.

The characteristic charge,ν, the steric factor,σ, and the
dsorption equilibrium constant,K, for the proteins were ob

ained according to the protocol described by Brooks
ramer[28]. In particular, linear elution experiments we
arried out at various mobile phase salt concentrations
er to determinateν andK according to the following equ

ion:

log k′ = log(βKPΛ
νP) − νP logCs (16)

herek′ is the capacity factor,β is the column phase ratio a
s is the initial salt concentration in the carrier. The ph

ation,β was calculated according to

= 1 − εt

εt
(17)

here εt = 0.84 andεt = 0.7 are the total porosity of th
ioScale and UNO columns, respectively.
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The steric factor for the proteins was obtained from frontal
chromatographic experiments according to expression 18:

σp = β

CP,fΠ

[
Λ − CS

(
Π

βKp

)1/νp
]

− νp (18)

where

Π =
(
Vp

V0
− 1

)

All experiments for the determination of the SMA parameters
were repeated at least three times.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Isotherm measurements

Two simple proteins were chosen as example in this
investigation of the adsorption behaviour of proteins to a
strong cation exchanger column, namely cytochromc from
Fig. 1. MALDI (matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation) ma
ss spectra of top: cytochromc and bottom:�-chymotrypsinogen.
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Table 1
Characteristic parameters of the BioScale S2 and UNO S1 columns

Parameter BioScale S2 UNO S1

Column dimensionsa 5.2 cm× 0.7 cm 3.5× 0.7 cm
Column volumea 2 mL 1.3 mL
Column dead volume 1.7 mL 0.9 mL
Stationary phase volume 0.3 mL 0.4 mL
Total porosity,εt 0.85 0.70
External porosity,εe 0.37 0.55
Particle porosity,εp 0.76 0.33
Interactive groupa SO3

− SO3
−

Particle/pore sizea 10± 3�m monolith
Ion capacity (Na+) 1833 mM 445 mM

Protein capacity (cytochromc) 30 mg/mL 7 mg/mL [75 mM]
1.4 mg/mL [120 mM]

Protein capacity
(�-chymotrypsinogen)

4.5 mg/mL 0.6 mg/mL

Phase ratio� 0.1 0.4
Plate number (per column)b 1000± 15% 1200± 15%

a Information supplied by the manufacturer, Bio-Rad.
b Determined with acetone (2%, v/v) as inert tracer at a flow rate of

0.5 mL/min.

bovine heart (mass 11572, isoelectric point 9.5) and�-
chymotrypsinogen A from bovine pancreas (mass 25600,
isoelectric point 8.5). The MALDI mass spectra of the two
proteins,Fig. 1, showed that the cytochromcwas very pure,
while the �-chymotrypsinogen contained some impurities.
Two column morphologies were investigated, a conventional
porous particle based one (BioScale S2) and a ‘monolithic’
one, namely the UNO S1. The characteristic parameters of
the two columns are compiled inTable 1. With 1.3 mL com-
pared to 2.0 mL, the total volume of the UNO column is about
30% less than that of the BioScale one. With 0.4 mL for the
UNO and 0.3 mL for the BioScale column, the difference
in the stationary phase volume is less pronounced and even
slightly in favour of the monolith.

Isotherms were recorded for the two proteins on the two
column types,Fig. 2. The buffer concentrations used in these
experiments, i.e. a concentration of 120 mM in case of the
BioScale column and of 75 mM in the case of the UNO
column had been optimised during previous experiments
[36]. Most of the recorded experimental isotherms show
points of inflections and in some cases several steps/plateaux
can be distinguished. This is the case not only for the�-
chymotrypsinogen, where some impurities were present, but
also for the pure cytochromc. The protein capacity of the
porous particle-based BioScale column is nearly four times
h of
t r the
B a
i r-
e satu-
r or-
p as
h if-
f muir
a f the

Fig. 2. Single component adsorption isotherms measured for (a) bioscale
column, cytochromc, (b) UNO column, cytochromc, (c) bioscale column,
�-chymotrypsinogen, (d) UNO column,�-chymotrypsinogen. Conditions:
mobile phase, 120 mM phosphate pH 7.2 (BioScale column)/75 mM phos-
phate pH 7.2 (UNO column); flow rate, 0.5 mL/min.

involved proteins. As expected, isotherms were suppressed
in the presence of salt, i.e. when a certain amount of NaCl
was added to the mobile phase, seeFig. 3for an example.

3.2. Determination of the SMA parameters

Subsequently the SMA parameters of the two proteins
were determined for the two column morphologies according
to the standard procedures outlined in the materials and meth-
ods section,Table 2. The values measured for both columns
are comparable to those found in the pertinent literature for
these or similar proteins[35,45,46]. The characteristic charge
of both proteins is higher when measured for the in porous
particle-based column than in case of the monolithic one.
It was verified that these differences are not due to the dif-
ference in the mobile phase composition, namely 120 mM
igher than that of the monolithic UNO column, in spite
he slightly lower stationary phase volume measured fo
ioScale column. The same is incidentally true for the N+-

on capacity,Table 1. More importantly, pronounced diffe
nces can be observed for a given column between the
ation capacities of the two proteins. For both column m
hologies, the cytochromc capacity is roughly ten times
igh as that determined for�-chymotrypsinogen. Such d

erences in the saturation capacities will render the Lang
pproach unsuitable in the simulation of separations o
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Fig. 3. Single component adsorption isotherms of cytochromc measured
for the BioScale S2 column in the presence of increasing amounts of salt
(NaCl) in the mobile phase (120 mM phosphate, pH 7.2), (�) 0% NaCl,
(�)1% NaCl, (�) 3% NaCl, (�)5% NaCl, flow rate: 0.5 mL/min.

Table 2
SMA parameters used in the simulations

Cytochromc �-Chymotrypsinogen

Characteristic charge
(BioScale/UNO)

2.14/0.75 0.46/0.39

Steric factor
(BioScale/UNO)

49/4.9× 103 8.5× 103/1.5× 103

Equilibrium constant
(BioScale/UNO)

0.12/25.5 7.58/3.17

The experimental error in the determination of the characteristic charge is
±1.

phosphate in case of the BioScale column versus only 75 mM
phosphate in the case of the UNO column. In fact, for both
proteins the characteristic charge remained almost the same
when the monolithic column was used with a mobile phase
containing 120 instead of 75 mM phosphate buffer (e.g. 0.7
instead of 0.75 in the case of cytochromc).

No clear trend can, on the other hand, be observed
for the steric factor and the equilibrium constant. For�-
chymotrypsinogen the values for these parameters are higher
in the BioScale column, while the opposite is the case for
cytochromc, where both values are considerable higher in
the UNO column.

3.3. Simulation of breakthrough curves

In the numerical calculation of breakthrough curves based
on the POR model, the axial dispersion,DL, as well as the ex-
ternal and internal mass transfer coefficients,kext,i andkint,i ,
are required. These were determined as described in the ma-
terials and methods section and the corresponding values are
listed in Table 3together with the molecular and effective
diffusion coefficients used to calculate the mass transfer co-
efficients. The values for the column porosities are found in
Table 1. Efficiencies (plate numbers) were determined using
acetone (2%, v/v) as inert tracer at the flow rate used in the
c val-

Fig. 4. Comparison between the experimental breakthrough curves and chro
a function of the protein concentration and the mobile phase composition. Colu
(0.1 mg/mL), mobile phase 120 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 + 1% NaCl (char
mobile phase 120 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 + 10% NaCl (characteristic
phase 120 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 (characteristic charge: 2.14), (d) con
buffer pH 7.2 (characteristic charge: 2.14).
hromatographic experiments, namely 0.5 mL/min. With
matograms of cytochromcand the corresponding numerical solutions (solid line) as
mn: BioScale S2, flow rate 0.5 mL/min (a) concentration of the protein 0.0085 mM
acteristic charge: 2.35), (b) concentration of the protein 0.0085 mM (0.1 mg/mL),
charge: 2.00), (c) concentration of the protein 0.0017 mM (0.02 mg/mL), mobile
centration of the protein 0.017 mM (0.2 mg/mL), mobile phase 120 mM phosphate
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Table 3
Kinetic parameters of the proteins used in the simulations

Cytochromc
BioScale/UNO

�-Chymotrypsinogen
BioScale/UNO

Dm (cm2/min) 3.05× 10−5 7.12× 10−5

Dm,P (cm2/min) 1.0× 10−6/1.0× 10−8 1.0× 10−8/4.5× 10−9

Deff (cm2/min) 2.17× 10−5/13.5× 10−6 1.37× 10−8/4.4× 10−9

DL (cm2/min) 4.43× 10−3/5.8× 10−4 8.57× 10−3/2.5× 10−3

kext (cm/min) 3.14× 10−1/7.0× 10−1 2.3× 10−3/8.1× 10−3

kint (cm/min) 4.1× 10−3/4.4× 10−1 4.4× 10−5/2.0× 10−3

ues of 1000 (±15%) plates per column, see alsoTable 1, the
column efficiencies should be high enough for an accurate
analysis of the breakthrough curves.

These experimental values were used together with the
SMA isotherm for a first simulation of breakthrough curves
for both proteins on both column morphologies (mobile phase
120 mM phosphate pH 7.2 for the BioScale and 75 mM phos-
phate pH 7.2 for the UNO column). In all cases the initial
agreement between experimental and simulated results was
far from satisfactory. A systematic investigation of possi-
ble reasons revealed that the bulk molecular diffusion co-
efficients,Dm,i , calculated according to Eq.(13) cannot be
used to calculate an effective internal diffusion coefficient

respectively an internal mass transfer coefficient (Eq.(12))
that correctly describes the diffusion of the proteins inside the
‘pores’ of either column type. In order to demonstrate this, a
value for the protein diffusivity inside the stationary phase,
dubbedDm,P, was calculated for each protein/column pair
by fitting the corresponding simulated breakthrough curve to
the experimental one, seeTable 3for the values. The physical
basis for the thus derived diffusivities remains at present un-
clear. If one compares the ‘fitted’Dm,P-values with the ones
for the molecular respective effective diffusion coefficients
calculated according to Eqs.(12) and (13), theDm,P-value is
about one order of magnitude smaller. Taking into considera-
tion that a highly attractive chromatographic phase was used
to interact with the proteins in these experiments, it is possible
that the observed slow intraparticle diffusion, respectively the
small internal mass transfer coefficientkint was due to the fact
that mass transfer inside the pores is dominated by surface
rather than conventional pore diffusion.

Finally it is interesting to note that in case of the porous
particle-based column for both proteins the values for the in-
ternal mass transfer coefficient are two orders of magnitude
smaller than the ones for the external one. Apparently the
internal mass transfer shows a major resistance in the case of
the BioScale column, which is after all not surprising in the

F
U
(
(

ig. 5. Comparison between the experimental breakthrough curves and chr
NO S1, flow rate 0.5 mL/min, protein concentration: 0.025 mM (0.3 mg/mL).

b) mobile phase: 120 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 + 1% NaCl (characterist
characteristic charge: 0.06), (d) mobile phase: 120 mM phosphate buffer pH
omatograms of cytochromc and the corresponding numerical solutions. Column:
(a) Mobile phase: 120 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 (characteristic charge: 0.69),
ic charge: 0.49), (c) mobile phase: 120 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 + 3% NaCl
7.2 + 5% NaCl (characteristic charge: 0.01).
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case of a porous particle-based stationary phase. In the case
of the monolithic column, both mass transfer coefficients are
in the same order of magnitude. It must be admitted how-
ever, that the physical meaning and the location of the in-
ternal mass transfer is somewhat unclear in the case of the
monolithic column. This monolith does not have micropores
filled with stagnant fluid, such structures can therefore not be
held responsible for the observed behaviour. Unfortunately
at present, the kinetic models of chromatography cannot take
into account the specific morphology of a monolithic col-
umn. This became e.g. evident, when an (apparent) particle
diameter had to be calculated in order to apply Eq.(12) for
the calculation of the internal mass transfer coefficient. The
equivalence of the two mass transfer coefficients could hence
also mean that the differentiation between external and inter-
nal mass transfer was arbitrary in the case of the UNO column,
as only one mass transfer process by diffusion—that of the
bulk mobile phase to the surface of the monolith—occurred.

The fitted coefficient for internal diffusion (Dm,P-value)
was subsequently used together with the corresponding SMA
parameters to simulate breakthrough curves and elution peaks
of cytochromc on the BioScale S2 column for different pro-
tein concentrations and mobile phase compositions, using a

combination of the POR model and the SMA isotherm for-
malism. In each case the same diffusion coefficient could
be used to model the behaviour independent of the protein
concentration or the mobile phase composition in the investi-
gated range (0.02–0.2 mg/mL protein, 0–10% NaCl),Fig. 4.
The calculated breakthrough curves and peaks were found
to correspond reasonably well to the experimental profiles.
Moreover, other than in the case of the Langmuir isotherm
[36], in principle one set of isotherm and kinetic parameters
could be used in all simulations; no fitting was necessary
to accommodate for the protein concentration or the mobile
phase composition (salt content).

In these experiments the determination of the character-
istic charges was beset with a rather large experimental er-
ror (±1 U). It is quite possible that this was due to the fact
that the experiments were carried out at ambient tempera-
ture (22± 2◦C). At the same time is the retention time of
the breakthrough curve very sensitive to small changes in the
values of the characteristic charge. Some fitting of this param-
eter was hence necessary to fine-tune the agreement between
simulation and experiment, the exact values used in the ex-
periments are given in the corresponding figure legends. It
should be noted that the changes in the characteristic charge

F
a
p
(
c

ig. 6. Comparison between the experimental breakthrough curves and chro
nd the protein concentration. Column: BioScale S2, flow rate 0.5 mL/min
hosphate buffer pH 7.2 (characteristic charge: 0.46), (b) protein concentr
characteristic charge: 0.46), (c) protein concentration: 0.00078 mM (0.02 m
harge: 0.16).
matograms for�-chymotrypsinogen as a function of the mobile phase composition
, (a) protein concentration: 0.0018 mM (0.05 mg/mL), mobile phase: 120 mM

ation: 0.0078 mM (0.2 mg/mL), mobile phase: 120 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2
g/mL), mobile phase: 120 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 + 1% NaCl (characteristic
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as a result of the fine-tuning are well below the experimental
error.

The relevant SMA (Table 2) and transport parameters
(Table 3) were then used to model the cytochromc break-
through curves on the monolithic column for different mo-
bile phase compositions and proteins loads,Fig. 5. Again,
the correspondence between the experimental and calculated
breakthrough curves was good, however the value of the char-
acteristic charge needed to be adjusted within the range of the
experimental error as a function of the mobile phase composi-
tion, see legends for the exact value used in each experiment.
We observed no principal difference in the behaviour of the
two column types during the simulation.

In a similar fashion were the breakthrough curves of�-
chymotrypsinogen simulated on both column types and good
agreement was found, seeFig. 6 for examples from the
particle-based column. Again some adjustment of the char-
acteristic charge was necessary as a function of the mobile
phase salt content to optimise the fit. In particular a value of
0.16 instead of 0.46 had to be used when the mobile phase
(120 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.2) contained an additional
1% of NaCl. Apart from that, no other dependency was found.
It remains to be seen whether this ‘change’ in the character-
istic charge as a function of the mobile phase composition is
a physical reality or whether this is merely an artefact intro-
d ation
o xper-
i this
q

s is in
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b t
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the SMA isotherm is used successfully in combination with
the POR model for the simulation of protein breakthrough
curves in ion exchange chromatography.

The use of an adsorption model based on assumptions
concerning the physical behaviour of the protein under chro-
matographic conditions improves the applicability and the
predictive value of the derived simulation. In particular the
protein load and the salt content of the mobile phase do not
have to be taken into consideration beforehand, which is al-
ready an improvement compared to the use of the Langmuir
formalism for this purpose. At present the fact that one of
the SMA parameters, namely the characteristic charge, ap-
pears to depend on the mobile phase compositions remains
a nuisance. Further research is needed to determine whether
this dependency is routed in fact or whether this is an arte-
fact produced by the model that can be removed by including
other until now neglected aspects of protein chromatography
on ion exchangers.

5. Nomenclature

ap external surface area of the adsorbent particles
Bi kextdp/2Deff = Biot number
C
d
D
D in

D
D
K
k
k
k
k
L
M
P
Q
r
R
R
S
S
S
T
t
t tion

u
V
V
V
z

uced by the model. As pointed out before, the determin
f the characteristic charge is at present beset with an e

mental error that prevents a detailed investigation of
uestion.

Most breakthrough curves and elution peaks inFigs. 4–6
how an early breakthrough step or a ‘shoulder’. This
act the major discrepancy between the simulated and th
erimental data. This step is observed not only in the ca
-chymotrypsinogen, where some impurities were pre
ut also for the extremely pure cytochromc. It is hence mos

ikely not due to an impurity, but rather to a presently
lected facet of the protein adsorption under experim
onditions. We are currently investigating this phenome
or an additional number of proteins and synthetic peptid
ell as other ion exchange materials. It seems likely tha
tep can be taken into account by using a modified isot
lgorithm.

. Conclusions

The adsorption of proteins on charged surfaces is a
lex process, as steric effects, changes in the protein stru
nd next neighbour effects on the surface cannot be excl
lthough often a given experimental isotherm can be fi

o the Langmuir equation, the predictive value of the then
ived model parameters for the simulation of related but
erent experimental conditions is low. We propose that ins
n algorithm should be chosen for the adsorption equilib

hat is based on an assumption concerning the physic
aviour of the involved compounds (proteins). In this pa
concentration in the mobile phase
p average particle diameter
m molecular diffusion coefficient
m,P fitted molecular diffusion coefficient for the prote

inside the stationary phase (stag nant fluid)
eff effective diffusion coefficient
L axial dispersion coefficient

equilibrium constant
′ capacity factor
ext external mass transfer coefficient
i overall mass transfer coefficient
int internal mass transfer coefficient

column length
molecular weight

e uL/(DLεe) = Peclet number
stationary phase concentration
radial coordinate

e (ρudp)/η= Reynolds number
p equivalent particle radius
c η/(ρDm) = Schmidt number
h (kextdp)/Dm = Sherwood number
t kextapLεe/u= Stanton number

absolute temperature
time

p time during which a feed of constant concentra
is introduced into the column
mobile phase velocity

eq elution volume
0 column hold up volume
a stationary phase volume

axial coordinate
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Greek letters
β phase ratio
εe external porosity
εp particle porosity
εt total column porosity
γ tortuosity factor
η viscosity
Λ ion capacity of the column
ν characteristic charge
ρ density
σ steric factor

Subscripts
i component index
P protein
S salt

Superscripts
O inlet value
* equilibrium value
overbar denotes average concentration in the stagnant fluid

phase
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